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A well-rounded total rewards strategy is to offer comprehensive  
benefits and resources that address the mental and financial stressors 
experienced by today’s workforce. By offering a group legal plan, like  
Legal Resources, you remove barriers to high-quality legal representation 
and provide employees peace of mind when a personal legal situation 
arises. Simply put, employees use legal. 

As a result, Legal Resources help reduce stress from personal legal 
issues and enable employees to be more focused on work. 
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CONTACT US.

2877 Guardian Lane, Suite 101
Virginia Beach, VA 23452

legalresources.com 
info@legalresources.com



Our 
members 
say it best:

“My husband wanted to adopt my daughter but the cost was extremely high. Legal Resources was able to 

handle the adoption without us having to take out a personal loan to pay for it. When we got the finalized 

papers, my husband actually cried because he finally had rights to his little girl.”   -Christine P.

“I was able to use Legal Resources to finalize the sale of my rental property as well as my refinance of my 

primary residence. Extremely helpful!”   -Corey M.

“The legal resource plan has helped me and a family member, my situation was concerning a debt that my 

lawyer helped get reduced by more than 50%”  -Dennis B.

“I have found the resource very valuable.  I have used it for buying and selling a home.  I have also used it  

for a prenup and later in an uncontested divorce. I have also used it for my will and advanced directives.   

I have worked with several different attorneys and firms for the various services and all were great to  

work with.” .  -Linda M.

“I contacted Legal Resources for help with cyber bullying / online impersonation. They sent a threatening 

letter which scared the perpetrator into stopping.  It was some letter!”   -Stuart G.

“We had our Legal Resource attorney draw up our will, financial power of attorney and advanced directives. 

My husband was diagnosed with terminal brain cancer shortly after. I am so thankful that this had been 

done.  He passed away and I again contacted my attorney for advice moving forward.  Peace of mind is  

priceless at times like this.”   -Mary B.

“In both cases of divorce and traffic it was extremely helpful and saved over 10,000 dollars”   -Albert R.


